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The Royal Danish Library
• ensures long term preservation of editing partner’s content
• ensures online access to the content for many years to come 
Sustainability through
• a standard solution which can accommodate several different 
editor's content and include the library’s own content




• will get long-term preservation of their content  
• will be able to make their content available online in a cost-
effective manner (no costs for platform or infrastructure)
• application access and API access
• will have to fund ingest of materials (project-based pricing, 
based on compliance with the common guidelines TEI 
Generic Practice)
• can chose extra services (editing access, separate domain, 


















• Editors with interest in the platform + the library

























Conclusions and next steps
• The new text platform allows the user to move freely 
around in various text from various sources, 
adding/removing search criteria on the fly
• Still, through the “facets” the user can remain within a 
specific collection, for instance
• The test version will include two collections/editions
• The next one is planned to be ingested in August, based 
on the new price model
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